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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 62 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.1in.BOOK THREE The story line continues from the
enticing cliffhanger ending of Book TWO, which ends with a desperate phone call from Carolina,
Kellys kidnapped best friend and fellow environmental activist. Book Three opens up with life
lessons and spiritual teachings. You will discover the power of intuition and mantras (chanted
prayers). Many healing techniques are woven into this tale of dramatic turn of events, intimate
humor and baffling synchronicities Accompany Kelly, the Intuitive Healer, through her adventures
alongside her blue, guardian angel, named Owldreama Sham. Together they negotiate lifes ups
and down while Kelly falls even more deeply in love with her romantic love interest, Dimitri. True to
Books One and Two, Book Three delves deeper into Internet Dating, Friendships, Communication
with the angelic spirit realm and Environmental and Ocean Activism for Everybody. Thrilling! BOOK
THREE OFFERS: 1. The importance of developing and using your intuition regularly. 2. How to
visualize and use creative visualization with help from the angelic realm. 3. How a trained mind can
turn any ugliness and fear into BEAUTY. 4. More IMPORTANT internet dating...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook can be worthy of a read, and much better than other. I have read and i am certain that i am going to planning to go through again once again in
the future. You may like just how the writer compose this book.
-- Mr. Grant Stanton PhD-- Mr. Grant Stanton PhD

A whole new eBook with an all new standpoint. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime
of your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you request me).
-- Claire Bartell-- Claire Bartell
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